
From: Gary S. Gevisser 

Sent: Friday, May 16, 2008 6:19 PM PT 

To: Andrew Duncan 
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC.; Tony Unruh; Garry Purkiss; Raymond Oshry Esq.; Roy Essakow - 

Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; 

Bernard Lazarus - Open Supporter of The South African Apartheid Regime and 

brother of Gunter "The Pig" Lazarus; Shunit; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-
Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Ernest Slotar Inc.; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; 

Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, executor of American 

Charles Engelhard's estate; Roger W. Robinson - "Busom buddy" of King Golden Jr. 

Esq. - Former Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission-

Protege of senior DAAC operative David Rockefellar - Chairman of Chase Manhattan 

Bank; Tony "non-racial liberal" Leon MP - former Leader of the Democratic Alliance 
- Republic of South Africa; Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Mossad; 

President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: in play - QUIET - play ball - ISRAEL at 60 -- 

 

Would it be fair to suggest strongly that apparently your definition of minimalism 
incorporates the sum total of your humanity? 

 

I could simply end this by wishing you well; then again I have to constantly be 

thinking of increasing the circle of those dependent upon my insight and analysis of 

the important events of the day and who simply lose patience with me when I cut 
imbeciles such as yourself “short” leaving them with so little else to think about on 

this most gorgeous beautiful day, so long as you are right smack up against the 

water and there is this so mild but constant flow of ocean swept fresh air. 

 

What prevented you from just going once again to the toilet, taking very deep 

breaths until such time as your business #2 had been fully recycled without having 
to flush, instead thinking it smart to let me know that another South African Tony 

Unruh who I know well, would share your point of view. 

 

Side note to Tony: Take my suggestion and don’t bother me; simply provide 

Andrew the same sort of “knee jerk” response unless of course you know 
something about him that shows him a little more calculating; otherwise why would 

you want to have anything to do with him? 

 

“I detest those who derive great satisfaction in exceeding the limits 

of their small authority; i.e. evil doesn’t come in the form of a pointed 
tail or pitched fork!” – Jeffrey R. Krinsk Esq. – Finkelstein & Krinsk. 
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A “dumb designer”? 

 
At a minimum I don’t know anyone intelligent who would want to hang with 

someone who considers themself dumb to the point of proving their point when 

letting the world know who else they consider dumb. 

 

Sorry China, even if I had you confused with some other designer, I know enough 
about most South Africans beginning with Jewish South Africans who only judge 

others, no different to ignorant Gentiles, by how much money they have – I believe 

my wife has her very beautiful, excellently executed Torrey Pines oil painting, 24 X 

36 inches priced very well at US$2,700 at the Del Mar Fair - and even those 

battling to make it are constantly fixated on figuring out who in their inner circle is 

“making it” and what exactly they can get out of them when not resenting them. 
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Did I mention that while I have never sat on the board of any public corporation nor 

have I ever once attended a board meeting of a public corporation there are 

possibly no more than a handful of people in the entire world and that includes 
official members of the Talipot, Israel’s most “wired” Special Forces unit who have 

been as privy as me not so much to exactly what goes on at the most important 

board meetings of the most important public corporations but much more 

importantly to the decision making ahead of time. 

 
And of course even if all you do is doodle when sitting on the toilet  

  

you suddenly think yourself so smart as you recall someone once mentioning to 

you, even if only when you were sleepwalking while still in diapers before you 

learned how to walk, that board of directors only “rubberstamp” what has been 

decided by those in the “gun-money-power” seats who are all smart enough to 
know that only those with oversized egos are foolish enough to be officers of public 

corporations let alone sit on the board of a public corporation, especially in this 

increasingly highly digitized-wired-age. 

 

Remember, each one of us Durban Jewish South Africans knew exactly why the 
Lazarus clan of Durban North, open supporters of the United States Government’s 

South African Apartheid Regime, got the best seats in our over-the-top orthodox 

Jewish synagogue located on the corner of Musgrave and Silverton Road, and even 

those who were totally irreligious who never attended any Jewish services even on 

the “high holidays”, like Yom Kippur 1973 knew exactly why, and also why they 
have continued to “befriend” the Durban North Lazarus clan who have mostly 

congregated here in the United States specifically, La Jolla, the next beach town 

south of heavily real estate and city council corrupt Del Mar, apart from those like 

Gunter “The Pig” Lazarus’ eldest son Sydney who runs their operations in Durban, 

South Africa; Sydney now living in the house once owned by Sol “Little King” 

Moshal, the managing director of the Moshal Gevisser Group of Companies who, 
along with his “blue eyed” nephew, ugly as hell, dark eyes, dark hair David 

Gevisser who is my father’s first cousin, did the most extraordinary dirty deal 

directly with the American Charles Engelhard, the co-head and “control person” of 

the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC] back in 1969, some two years prior to 

the Mossad taking their “vengeance” on Mr. Engelhard who was just 54 years of 
age when laid to rest at St. Mary’s Abby Church, Morris Town, two words, New 
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Jersey on March 2nd 1971, such a well attended funeral drawing none other than 

Senator Ted Kennedy, former President Lyndon Johnson and Vice President 

Humphrey. 
 

Right now while of course quite expert at “cutting and pasting”, I am helping my so 

very gorgeous, so tantalizingly funny, worker bee, walkin-talkin-work-of-art artist 

oil painter, constantly moving, French-Canadian wife hang paintings in what I 

consider to be the greatest gallery on planet Mother Earth even though there isn’t 
sufficient distance to give, in particular Sebastian Capella’s masterpieces, the 

justice they deserve; then again it is not in the least bit difficult for me to imagine 

myself out on my footsak.com wave ski paddling as far as the eye can see in our 

ocean garden directly in front. 

 
Now Marie Dion Gevisser is back in the kitchen letting me know that she has once 

again forgotten to water the alfalfa that we grow along with most of our fresh 
herbs; most conscious of everything including how much she spends all the while 

not simply thinking about the hard working poor beginning with US service people 

and mostly their stay behind wives and children increasingly aware of the so 

contrived “economic draft” but actually doing something about it; bearing in mind 

that my very “to-get-her” [sic] so exquisite, self confident wife in any setting 



 
where there aren’t any “losers” could easily afford to have the king of Saudi Arabia 

pick up after her were she to simply ask me. 

 
While most of the world find very few things funny, mostly worrying about how they 

are going to afford their next meal I am again intimately familiar with both the 

strategies and tactics of the DAAC, the most brutal terrorist financing organization 

the world has ever known and who go well beyond corrupting grass roots 

organizations before they take root. 
 

Yes, there isn’t a single business person, professional or even your average 

gardener who shouldn’t be most concerned by the reaction of FBI Special Agent 

Curran Thomerson to being informed by very credible Adam L. Tucker about his 

corrupt family. 

FBI INVESTIGATION OF ISRAELI MILITARY INTELLIGENCE REPORT 

 

   

http://www.just3ants.com/imireport/FBI/default.shtml


 

 

 

  

UNOFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT OF FBI CONVERSATION 
  
Call received April 29, 2008 3:38PM PST duration 26 minutes 52 seconds 
  
Curran Thomerson      I’m contacting you with regards to a message that was posted on a Chevron Message board back in January. 
Adam Tucker               Yes. 
Curran Thomerson:     Do you know what I am talking about? 
Adam Tucker               Yes. 
Curran Thomerson      You know we get a lot people posting stuff that hear about or speculations. Would you say the information is 

credible? 
Adam Tucker               Yes, very Credible. 
Curran Thomerson      Why did you post on Chevron yahoo message board? 
Adam Tucker               I was wanting to share the information. I thought it would be relevant since it was an oil company. 
Curran Thomerson      Where did you get the information? 
Adam Tucker               From a colleague. 
Curran Thomerson      Did you think to share this information with us? 
Adam Tucker               I believe my colleague did. 
Curran Thomerson      When did your colleague share this information with you? 
Adam Tucker               My colleague began broadcasting it in August 2007. 
Curran Thomerson      Why did you wait until January to share the information? 
Adam Tucker               I believe my colleague shared the information with the FBI back in August of 2007. 
Curran Thomerson      So he did attempt to share this information with us? 
Adam Tucker               Yes 
Curran Thomerson      What is your involvement with this plot? 
Adam Tucker               I am just sharing the information 
Curran Thomerson      What do you do for a living? 
Adam Tucker               I have been unemployed since February. 
Curran Thomerson      What did you do for a living? 
Adam Tucker               I had a construction company until late last year and then began doing reserve studies in December and then was laid off in 

February. 
Curran Thomerson      How credible is your colleague 



Adam Tucker               Very Credible 
Curran Thomerson      How did your colleague get this information? 
Adam Tucker               Israeli military intelligence and Mossad and it has been addressed to IMI and Mossad and they have not refuted it. 
Curran Thomerson      Is your colleague a member of Israeli Military Intelligence or Mossad? 
Adam Tucker               No, he maintains that he is neither an official or unofficial member of any Israeli Intelligence gathering agency. But he is 

Israeli Special Forces trained. Mossad also informed the FBI one month prior to 9/11. 
Curran Thomerson      Can I ask your colleagues name? 
Adam Tucker               Gary S. Gevisser, I believe you already have a file on him. 
Curran Thomerson      What does Gary do for a living? 
Adam Tucker               I don’t believe he works. 
Curran Thomerson      So, is he still a member of Special Forces? 
Adam Tucker               No, I don’t believe he was ever member, I just know that he was Israeli Special Forces trained. 
Adam Tucker               I thought you were contacting me about money laundering that occurred with in my family. 
Curran Thomerson      No, I know nothing about that. 
Adam Tucker               Well I would like to share this information with you. 
Curran Thomerson      We can get to that when we are finished. 
Adam Tucker               Can I get your email address? 
Curran Thomerson      No, I don’t give that out.  
Adam Tucker               You can actually find out more information about Gary by contacting a lawyer named Jeffery Krinsk.  
Curran Thomerson      What is thier relation? 
Adam Tucker               I believe they worked together on projects in the past 
Curran Thomerson      What type of projects? 
Adam Tucker               I know of one cases that worked together on was against Revlon and Ronald Perlman. Jeffrey knows a lot about Gary. Would 

you like his telephone number? 
Curran Thomerson      Yes 
Adam Tucker               Hold on one second let me get his number from my phone… 619 238 1333. 
Adam Tucker               What did you think of the information posted on the message board? 
Curran Thomerson      To tell you the truth I am having trouble locating it. 
Adam Tucker               You can find it on the homepage of just3ants.com. And you will also find an analysis of the IMI report there as well. 
Curran Thomerson      So is this your website? 
Adam Tucker               It is our website. 
Curran Thomerson      What is the website about? 
Adam Tucker               Sharing knowledge and the truth. We are completely transparent. 
Curran Thomerson      What is your involvement? 
Adam Tucker               I just help share his story because of my computer background. 
Curran Thomerson      Do you work for Gary? 
Adam Tucker               No. I did some consulting work for him in 2001. 
Curran Thomerson      What type of work? 
Adam Tucker               Computer work. 
Curran Thomerson      So what, like you helped him with programs and web development? 
Adam Tucker               Yes, and I was paid at that time, but I have not been paid by him in many years. 
Curran Thomerson      Are you involved with any other websites or know of any terrorist website that might have information about this 

plot? 
Adam Tucker               No, I have tried to find sites to share this information but, no. 
Adam Tucker               Can I get your email address? 
Curran Thomerson      No, I don’t give that out. 
Adam Tucker               Not even a work address?   
Curran Thomerson      Why do you want my email address? 
Adam Tucker               Incase I have more information to share with you. 
Curran Thomerson      Do you think you have any more information to share? 
Adam Tucker               No, everything I know is on the website. We are completely transparent. 
Curran Thomerson      Ok, Adam, thank you for your help… 
Adam Tucker               I would like to discuss the money laundering in my family; they are very dangerous. 
Curran Thomerson      Ok, tell what you know. 
Adam Tucker               In November of last year I emailed my family and I believe I CCed the sheriff and FBI, and in the email I explained how my 

uncle laundered money through his business. Within a day or two after, I got an email from my ex-wife telling me that my 



family was trying to get me arrested. I found out that my mother had contacted my ex-wife whom she never spoke with and 

later my mom emailed me to incriminate me by asking me what I wanted. In the late 1980’s my uncle and his partner had a 

silent South African partner that provided them with $2 million dollars in seed capital to start their plastic bag company. 
Curran Thomerson      So this is your uncle. 
Adam Tucker               Yes 
Curran Thomerson      So, wait, that was a lot of information can you run that by me once again. 
Adam Tucker               Yes, I was a kid at the time and all I knew of it were trips that were made to South Africa and the souvenirs that they brought 

back which made it seem like a vacation. When I was older I found out that my uncle’s partner Albert Halimi contacted family 

members in Iran that put them in contact with a man in South African that wanted to get money out of the country. And most 

likely used diamonds. My uncle told me that a suitcase arrived one day with $2 million dollars and there was no official 

contract so if he wanted to, he could have screwed the guy. But I know they paid him back and then some. 
Curran Thomerson      Can you spell their names? 
Adam Tucker               Pete Grande and Albert Halimi 
Curran Thomerson      So he contacted people in Iran? 
Adam Tucker               Yes, he has family in Iran. 
Curran Thomerson      Do you know the name of the South African man? 
Adam Tucker               No. 
Curran Thomerson      So this guy wanted to get money out of South Africa? 
Adam Tucker               Yes. And my uncle and his partner needed the start up money since both of them had already mortgaged their properties and 

still needed more money. Can I get your email address?  
Curran Thomerson      Well, thank you for your help. We will contact you if have any further questions. 
Adam Tucker               You are welcome. Thank you. 
  
  
Call placed to Curran April 29, 2008 4:12pm PST duration 3 minutes 23 seconds 
  
Adam Tucker               Curran, hi this is Adam again. 
Curran Thomerson      Oh, hey, what’s up? 
Adam Tucker               I wanted to find out if Gary was being investigated for indictment 
Curran Thomerson      Oh, I can’t tell that information. If I did tell you that I would break just about every law in the book. 
Adam Tucker               What about my family? You didn’t seem that interested in hearing about them. 
Curran Thomerson      It’s not that I am not interested; it just falls under the jurisdiction of another office. I will forward the information to 

them.  
Adam Tucker               What about Robert Hansen? 
Curran Thomerson      What about Robert Hansen?  
Adam Tucker               He got off because he got paid in diamonds. 
Curran Thomerson      What do you mean conflict diamonds? 
Adam Tucker               Not necessarily conflict diamonds, just diamond currency. They are light weight, unregulated, untraceable, and fit nicely in 

diplomatic pouches. That’s why Jonathan Pollard got caught; he didn’t get paid in diamonds. 
Curran Thomerson      Yeah that is how they got him. How did you know that Robert Hansen was paid in diamonds? 
Adam Tucker               I read it somewhere. 
Curran Thomerson      Ok, well, I'll let you know if I need any more information from you. 
Adam Tucker               Ok, thank you. Bye. 

 

In late 1980, early 1981 I returned to New York City after receiving treatment from 

Dr. Michael Moshal MD, the head of the gastrointestinal unit at the University of 
Natal-Kwazulu following the DAAC having poisoned my liver while working on 47th 

Street, New York City and in all likelihood when I had both lymph nodes in my neck 

removed and liver biopsies performed at Groote Schuur my liver was further 

poisoned before finally my step-father Alan Zulman “woke up” that something was 

very seriously wrong given how he knew how good a shape physically I was in 
when visiting with me in Chicago shortly before I moved to New York to join 

Codiam Inc. who you now understand more than just the US Justice Department 

have considered for decades now quite the “eyesore” given how so very little 
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business is conducted at the DAAC’s principal price fixing and intelligence gathering 

operation which you would appreciate by the reaction just to this one email I sent 

Sheri Hendriks who works for Mr. Martin Rapaport who I got to know rather well in 
my relatively short “fact finding mission”. 

 

Bear in mind two things: Alan was not yet married to my mother; in fact my 

parents Zena Badash-Ash Gevisser and my father Bernie Gevisser were not yet 

divorced; in fact they were living together in their double flat at Heron Water 
located on 2nd beach Clifton, Cape Town, very possibly the most expensive real 

estate in all of South Africa. 

 

Second, the fact that you are capable of putting any two words and making sense 

beginning with “sorry china” meaning you are capable of in addition finding China 

on the map, the same with Mexico. 
 

When Tony Leon the former leader of the opposition party to the ANC South African 

government referred to Harry Oppenheimer, Charles Engelhard’s Anglo South 

African partner as a “non-racial liberal” Tony was in fact mocking all liberals 

throughout the world including Americans who know very little about the history of 
South Africa especially the history involving Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals out 

of Newark, New Jersey that was bought in 1902 by Charles Engelhard’s father, the 

same year the American financed Anglo Boer War ended and the same year Harry’s 

father Ernest Oppenheimer arrived in South Africa which also coincidentally 

happened to be the same year Cecil Rhodes, the founder of De Beers that was 
financed by J. P. Morgan and Co. with approval from the 3 Branches of the US 

Government, died at age 49. 

 

As you would know from my prior missives Tony and I who have known each other 

since we kids going back to when I was jumping over  

 
barrels on ice in icescapes produced by Marjorie Chase, spent a great deal of 

meaningful time together in 1995 where I was staying all alone in my mother and 

Alan Zulman’s one most awesome bachelor pad also in Heron Water overlooking 
the Atlantic ocean with the whitest of white beaches in the foreground, and when 
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we weren’t partying out on the town we would retire back to this bachelor pad 

where Tony most of all would unload his innermost secrets beginning with his belief 

that the most racist, most evil people in the world were the South African 
Oppenheimer family. 

 

Again, Tony had no clue that my uncle David Gevisser was the executor of Charles 

Engelhard’s worldwide estate which again included the “control person” of De Beers 

and their closely linked Anglo American Corporation; moreover that it was my uncle 
and Charles Engelhard’s lawyers principally in the United States who “called the 

shots”. 

 

I have just noticed that the surf has begun to pick up a little and since it looks like 

Marie Dion Gevisser who just asked me, “what do you think of doing this?” as she 

places two paintings of Sebastian Capella side by side then before waiting for me to 
answer moves the one higher toward the vaulted wooden ceiling and I tell her that 

I agree with her, that then has her stepping off the chair and thinking about it 

further. 

 

You understand that I was a little more ahead of the game in knowing that women 
only vent when they speak with males, never really wanting their input, and if 

women had penises they most likely wouldn’t even give us males the time of day, 

given all my Charm School learnings thanks to this air-conditioning duct that went 

from my bedroom at our home 

 
at 50 Bowes-Lyon Avenue into to my mother’s one charm school studio that was 
formerly the garage. 



 

Once again I would like you all to pay careful attention to this one photograph 

below taken inside my mother’s Charm School studio 
 

 
The person in the foreground with his back to us is Mervyn Cohen, no relation to 

Stephen Cohen of Codiam Inc. 

 

Mervyn appears to falling over Neil Klug and to Neil’s left standing with a relatively 
full pillow case in his hands is Vernon Solomon and to Vernon’s right is David 

Lazarus no relation to the Durban North Nazi Lazarus clan currently headed by 

“Bernard” [sic] Lazarus. 

 

Not to mention this is the last automatic response I received from constantly 

vacationing Bernhard. 
 

From: blazarus@mweb.co.za 
Sent: Friday, May 16, 2008 8:16 AM 
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net 
Subject: Re: PLAY BALL - ISRAEL at 60 -- 
 
Dear Friends 
We are overseas on holiday  from 12 May 2008 until 12 July 2008 
Kindly restrain your correspondence enthusiasm and I will do likewise. 
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Kind regards 
Bernhard Lazarus 

 

In the background we see first the back of Roy Essakow heading towards the 

outside door and to Roy’s left is, I believe, Raymond Oshry. 

 

Would it bother you if I reduced the amount of those you see in the carbon section 
and have them placed in the blind copied section? 

 

Would you like to see the 50,000 or so individual/group email addresses in the blind 

copied section? 

 
What do you think of the FBI by visiting with my one American programmer Adam 

L. Tucker, all the while letting him know that the FBI consider the “findings” of that 

ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report a very credible “terrorist plot”, have 

now done a whole lot more than place www.just3ants.com “in play”? 

 
Were it not for our king-sized bed still full of mostly cushions and the many pillows 

we sleep with although as you know it is probably best to keep one’s head perfectly 

horizontal when sleeping which we do, we also stick a pillow or two between our 

legs when finally falling to sleep and yes it hasn’t been all that long since we last 

had an awesome pillow fight. 

 
So let me leave you with this thought as you think a little bit better your next 

move, what if this is the last communiqué you or anyone receives from me, would it 

make you feel that much better about yourself? 

 

Gold last trading at US$901.60 a troy ounce. 
 

[Word count 3830] 
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____________________________________________________ 
From: Andrew Duncan [mailto:aduncan@sbcglobal.net]  
Sent: Friday, May 16, 2008 1:29 PM 
To: Gary S. Gevisser 
Cc: Tony Unruh; Garry Purkiss 
Subject: Re: QUIET - play ball - ISRAEL at 60 -- 

 

sorry china-please remove me from your email list 

i have not met you- i'm just a dumb designer and a minimalist at that! 

ad 

______________________________________ 

From: Gary S. Gevisser 

Sent: Friday, May 16, 2008 1:19 PM PT 

To: Andrew Duncan 
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

http://www.just3ants.com/
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Washington DC.; 'david aufrichtig'; 'Gil Baer'; 'Tracy Borkum'; 'Oscar Dike'; 

'Graham Downes'; 'Michael Friedman'; 'Gary Gevisser'; 'Marc Goupile'; 'Lawrence 

Hart'; 'Carla & Joey Hotz'; 'Ricky Jacobs'; 'Jeff Jaffe'; 'Jeff Jaffe'; 'Gavin Jaffe'; 
'Howard Katz'; 'Anita Magnenat'; 'Rob Purkiss'; 'Hilarie Sellers'; 'Ellana Slotar'; 'Alec 

Smollan'; 'Jacob Steinaluf'; 'Dee Summers'; 'Shaun Tomson'; 'Jennifer Tomson'; 

'paul tomson'; 'Marie p Tomson'; 'tracy tomson'; ahackner@netactive.co.za; 

mandm@global.co.za; bergermd@aol.com; BermanJ@scmb.co.za; 

bsmail@xtra.co.nz; Valerie & Stanley; iti04598@mweb.co.za; bdfabric@iafrica.com; 
Diane Levy - Alumni Carmel College, Durban, South Africa; ccecchetto@kfmb.com; 

Hbar4@aol.com; gkluk@attglobal.net; jbkrifcher@aol.com; joal2@erols.com; 

kellyberm@aol.com; lance.berman@spcorp.com; alana@netvision.net.il; 

lhack@home.com; aronz@earthlink.net; morkelb@home.com; 

nataliefainsod@hotmail.com; Neil Gould; ccochran@thesandiegochannel.com; 

cconcann@fas.harvard.edu; clapper@maaganm.co.il; ccrest 
(cc_rest@nextraterrestrial.com); Ronnie@crystal.com.au; 

deputygm@peninsula.co.za; slevin@nepa.org.za; sir@akamail.com; 

spberman@sabje.co.za; sperling@iafrica.com; Irwin Strous Esq.; 

nikkifinke@deadlinehollywood.com; Bernard Lazarus - Open Supporter of The South 

African Apartheid Regime and brother of Gunter "The Pig" Lazarus; Shunit (E-mail); 
Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Ernest Slotar Inc.; 

Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David 

Gevisser, executor of American Charles Engelhard's estate; Tony "non-racial liberal" 

Leon MP - former Leader of the Democratic Alliance - Republic of South Africa; Leah 

Brandon - KFI 640 AM; Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Roger W. Robinson - 
"Busom buddy" of King Golden Jr. Esq. - Former Chairman U.S.-China Economic 

and Security Review Commission-Protege of senior DAAC operative David 

Rockefellar - Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; Mary Valder - Trilateral 

Commission; Molly H. Hubbard - Director of Development James A. Baker III 

Institute for Public Policy - JAB's law firm representing the House of Saud; Jeffrey 

R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; Jeffrey Malatskey CA-CPA - South Africa, Israel, 
Australia blah blah; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Hilary-Bill 

DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; Hilton Wolman - Vocal Gay elder brother of 

Merrick "crap talking" Wolman - Nephews of Sol "DAAC Gambling Czar" Kersner; 

Jeffrey Essakow; Selwyn Gerber - Economist - CPA; Tefo Mohapi; Augusto Benito 

Vargis; Newell Starks - Chairman of the Board - Sterling Holding Company - A 
Citicorp Venture Corporation fronting corporation; Helen Zille - Mayor of Cape 

Town, South Africa; Obed Mlaba - Mayor of Durban, South Africa; South African 

Consulate General; South China Morning Post; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The 

Diamond Invention; Sarah Sim - Prince News, Princeton University; President 

Rosenberg of the Screen Actors Guild; Drew Faust - President of Harvard 
University; Richard C. Levin, President Yale University; United States Justice 

Department; Joe Carroll - Bloomberg News Room; Professor Joe Grundfest - 

Stanford University - former member of the SEC; Joseph A. Greco - Institutional 

Senior Trader, BRANDES INVESTMENT PARTNERS ; Joe Ash; Jody Perling 

(perlingc@mtrmls.com); Dr. Jack Goldblatt MD; Mossad; 
President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: QUIET - play ball - ISRAEL at 60 -- 
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How’s your jewelry business going in Santa Barbara? 

 

Isn’t it nice to know that you don’t have to worry about De Beers and Co. using 
their unlimited supply of untraceable lightweight and never inventoried Diamond 

Currency opening up right next door and in a matter of “two twos” you would be 

out of business; or are you already so familiar with the De Beers-Anglo American 

Cartel’s Agenda, “Take the money now or open up a taco…”? 

 
Andrew, I suspect it has been about 15 odd years since you and I last met and 

spoke but I remember you well and of course you remember my Royal Mater-

Mother Zena although unless other ex-South Africans have been sharing my emails 

with you it would come as quite a shock to hear me refer to my most “charming” 

Charm School teacher mother as my Royal Mater-Mother. 

 
At the same time I don’t need to go on having you think that much more about 

really how well do you know each and everyone you grew up with in South Africa; 

moreover who you have remained close to all these years including I suspect each 

and everyone on Garry Purkiss’ email list that he kindly decided to share with me? 

 
Your “abrupt” response has me thinking of my highly shrewd “suffering fools badly” 

mother used not simply once but twice in two closely linked short sentences in her 

memoirs entitled, “Life Story of Zena”. 

 

Not to mention you would know that both my mother and I have never really been 
known to be “wordy”; on the contrary most people who knew us both would say 

that not only did we look alike but we were both extraordinarily quiet and 

thoughtful but not to the point that we would be described as “quiet people” given 

how you wouldn’t have needed to attended my mother’s Durban Charm School to 

know to avoid the “quiet” like the plague; although it certainly wouldn’t have done 

you any harm. 
 

Right this moment you are still in a state of shock given how you never expected 

me to respond so “wordily” let alone take you and all those who choose to share 

your company on an educational light journey. 

 
Your immediate focus right now is about your competition followed in the next 

breath about those who know you “so well” including your customers wondering 

whether in fact you are already in business in the De Beers Anglo American Cartel, 

the mafia of mafia. 

 
You are not alone in knowing that not only did I work for the DAAC at the very 

highest levels of this dynamic organization but I got to see exactly who of 

prominence in the world is all bought and paid for by this mafia of mafia. 

 

Now you understand perfectly well that while the DAAC have had now for more 
than a century an unlimited supply of untraceable lightweight and never inventoried 

currency, never inventoried that is that is by anyone other than themselves, and 

always price fixed at more than a barrel of oil that explains in simply English not 
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only why this special interest of special interest group have controlled the world’s 

drilling industry for more than a 100 years but why it is that this cartel of cartels is 

in fact the one and only allocator of the world’s precious mineral resources as well 
as human labor. 

 

All of a sudden you were feeling that the focus of attention was no longer on you as 

I began to speak in very “general terms” but then you go and think carefully now 

about a more appropriate response knowing that while you have figured out it is a 
miracle you know what day it is you are fortunate that I would devote so much of 

my time and energy to taking you and all those too big for their boots on most 

extraordinary educational light journey. 

 

Just because you didn’t know everything you thought it was necessary to know 

about me and at the same time you have figured out from reading my previous 
correspondence to you all that Dr. David Aufrichtig MD knew that I was working for 

the DAAC on 47th Street, New York City the money laundering and intelligence 

gathering capital of the world for the DAAC, the most “wired” and lethal institution 

on the planet second only to the Mossad aided and abetted by the very deep 

underground Jewish Underground, you had sufficient easy to understand 
information from the email I sent out earlier that you responded so “abruptly” to 

have made a far better choice than you did. 

 

Even if you were directly “in bed” with the DAAC and knew it, it is highly unlikely 

given my intimate knowledge of their “pecking order” beginning with who they are 
most likely to recruit to co-opt-corrupt people such as yourself with an “artist flair”, 

that you are close to being “filthy rich” but at the same time you would know that 

again even if you weren’t knowingly in bed with this mafia of mafia you are 

however at a competitive edge given your intimate knowledge, at least since 

reading what I have had to say, that you are not close to functioning on a level 

playing field and hence your decision to be so very “rude” towards me simply doing 
my “level best” to share all my knowledge that each and every person in the world 

would inevitably conclude as did you, to be 110% truthful. 

 

Cutting and pasting from my mother Zena Ash Gevisser’s memoirs entitled, “Life 

Story of Zena”. 
 

This traumatic event caused her to think seriously about her future 

and she decided to forgo the limelight of theatre and become a writer. 

It was 1943 and Zena was 12 years old. Winston Churchill’s wife 

Clementine sent her a letter of thanks for collecting money to build a 
new Royal Oak battleship destroyed in the war. Slowly she was 

learning the art of Advertising and Publicity. A finalist in a national 

beauty contest she was asked to join the well-known model school of 

Lucy Clayton and at the same time trained with the film star Vivienne 

Leigh’s mother as a Beautician. Ever eager to learn new things she 

joined her parents in their wartime hobby – training in Swedish 



massage. With all this it [turn to page 2] was not surprising that she 

had no time for playing with dolls or to her childhood pursuits. The war 

was over and her dreams of being a foreign correspondent and 
dropping behind enemy lines in Europe came to an abrupt end. Life 

was a ball. Dancing Partying – Summer days at the poolside – 
Attending live theatre at least once a week and much more. Suddenly 

in 1947 it came, abruptly, to an end. Her father had decided to 

emigrate to South Africa!!! Landing in Durban the family went to stay 

at the Minora Hotel. As she went upstairs to leave her suitcase in her 
bedroom her mother walked into the lounge where a fashion was being 

organized. Ever Zena’s publicity agent, her mother, seeing the 

struggle that was going on – informed them that although her 
daughter was only 18 she had a lifetime experience in stage and 

mannequin work. By the time Zena came downstairs she had a job 

which turned into a lifetime of Endeavour. The success of that fashion 
show in aid of Israel brought her into the Durban public eye and stores 

and manufacturers clamored for Zena’s assistance. In Smith Street, 
sharing rooms with a beautician, she started The Durban School of 

Mannequins – An Academy of Deportment. Later it became simply 
Durban Charm School. Initially she advertised for girls to become 
models. However, she soon learned that a mere five percent of any 

who came to be interviewed would ever be good enough to be 
professional. The training brought new found confidence and self-

esteem to all. Mainly her pupils were teenagers and adults. 

 
Her favorite opening to the opposite sex was the joke about a religious 
man who went to heaven. At the Pearly Gates they asked him what his 

wish was seeing that he had been such a righteous man on earth. He 
thought about this and then said he would like to see his old teacher 

who had died some years before. They told him to sit around and wait. 
Eventually, he saw coming towards him in the distance his old teacher. 

He looked the same as he remembered him. Running to greet his long 
lost teacher he stopped in his tracks. The teacher was holding the 

hand of a young girl who was stark naked. “Oh” said the student “I see 

you have been rewarded for your good life on earth”. The teacher 

replied “No, my son, she is not my reward – I am her punishment!”. 

 
Zena then would say to the audience of salesmen… “Are you my 

reward or am I your punishment” which would break the ice for as 

perhaps even to-day but certainly in the 1940s, 50’s, 60’s even 70’s a 
woman lecturing men was not easily accepted. 

Schools were opened in what was then Zambia, Northern and 

Southern Rhodesia, and the Belgian Congo, Swaziland, Windhoek, 
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Pietermaritzburg, Cape Town, Johannesburg and many small towns 

often by former pupils who stayed on in Zena’s classes to train as 

teachers. Her curriculum on the importance of being a woman and 
overcoming shyness as well as how to enter the field of public relations 

and advertising were taught as far afield as Germany, Switzerland and 
Hong Kong.  It would be many years before Universities and Colleges 

taught degree courses in Journalism and Public Relations even 

worldwide never mind in Southern Africa. 

 
Raising funds for charity became the order of the day with as many as 

52 charities a year. Some for small events and others for national 

occasions. Her advice was sought by politicians and business 
executives for their wives and for themselves…” 

 

“Eventually, Zena found herself lecturing to corporate lawyers and 
public figures in America and elsewhere overseas on the benefits of 

investment in South Africa. Where ever she went she was well 
received. The ignorance of academics and others in fields of power on 

the subject of South Africa astounded her. In the school holidays she 
would take her small children  (all four eventually) on her overseas 
trips. Once landing in a capital city in Europe she was met in by a 

leading civil servant of that country. Handing over her blonde, blue-
eyed daughter to this lady she was astounded to be told by her “it is 

amazing how white your child is with a black father!!” Recovering from 

shock I asked her what she meant and why did she think my husband 
was black? Her reply was that I had told her over the phone that I was 
married to a South African and she therefore assumed he must be 

black! 
 

Within a week of her arrival in Durban not knowing what to do with 
herself as training models to up very little of time, initially, she took a 

job with a lawyer, Rowley Arenstein. His wife Jackie ran a communist 
newspaper The Daily Worker and Zena found herself involved in all 

kinds of politics as she typed out the different stories and eventually 

met Africans, Indians and Whites who were against the Apartheid 

Government. Ashwin Choudree introduced her to his Ghandi 

philosophy of non-violence and she became friendly with A.N.C. 
members and Indian organizations. 

 Your move! 

 

[Word count 1911] 
 
__________________________________ 
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From: Andrew Duncan [mailto:aduncan@sbcglobal.net]  
Sent: Friday, May 16, 2008 12:00 PM 
To: Gary S. Gevisser 
Subject: Re: PLAY BALL - ISRAEL at 60 -- 

 

please remove me from mailing list 

ad 
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